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1. tiring
Sentence: The hard work is tiring for the farmer.
Definition: causing to become, or becoming exhausted

2. borrowed
Sentence: He borrowed my pen when he lost his own.
Definition: took temporarily, with permission

3. freezing
Sentence: The weather was freezing in the snowy arctic.
Definition: very cold and chilly

4. delivered
Sentence: He delivered the mail to the house.
Definition: brought something to a person or place

5. whispered
Sentence: I whispered softly to him so only he heard.
Definition: spoke softly to avoid being overheard

6. losing
Sentence: I can never find my keys; I'm always losing them.
Definition: no longer knowing where something is

7. decided
Sentence: I decided to have cake rather than pie.
Definition: to have chosen or made a decision

8. amazing
Sentence: We were awed by her amazing performance.
Definition: causing wonder and surprise

9. performing



Sentence: Actors like performing for an audience.
Definition: presenting for entertainment

10. resulting
Sentence: I studied well, resulting in a good grade.
Definition: leading to, ending in

11. related
Sentence: The cousins are related on their dads' side.
Definition: associated or connected

12. attending
Sentence: Are you attending the same school this year?
Definition: going to an event or a place

13. damaged
Sentence: A tree landed on the roof and damaged it.
Definition: destroyed or changed for the worse

14. remarked
Sentence: In his speech, he remarked about our success.
Definition: made a written or spoken comment

15. practicing
Sentence: I've been practicing daily for my recital.
Definition: rehearsing or learning by repetition

16. supported
Sentence: The beams supported the weight of the roof.
Definition: bore all or part of the weight of

17. united
Sentence: They united and all started working together.
Definition: coming together to agree or work the same way

18. expected
Sentence: He expected sun and was surprised it rained.
Definition: anticipated or was not surprised



19. amusing
Sentence: I laughed because the joke was very amusing.
Definition: entertaining or funny

20. repeated
Sentence: She repeated my order back to me.
Definition: did or said something over and over again

21. assigned
Sentence: One textbook was assigned to each student.
Definition: given or designated

22. entertaining
Sentence: We enjoyed the entertaining and amusing show.
Definition: amusing, enjoyable

23. donated
Sentence: They donated supplies but did not give food.
Definition: contributed to a charity or cause

24. operated
Sentence: The singer operated under a stage name.
Definition: functioned or performed

25. rehearsing
Sentence: I am rehearsing and practicing for the play.
Definition: practicing for a performance
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